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Abstract. We studied dust acoustic solitary waves (DASW) in a five component cometary plasma by
deriving the Kadomstev–Petiashvili (KP) equation. The five components consist of two components of
electrons described by kappa distributions with different temperatures and spectral indices, a lighter (hydrogen) and a heavier (oxygen) ion component, both ion components are described by Maxwellian distributions. Dust particles, with varying charge, constitute the fifth component. The system supports rarefactive
DASWs whose amplitudes are larger when the charges on the dust particles vary. The amplitudes also
increase with increasing zd0 nd0 (product of equilibrium charge number and density of dust) and increasing
ion densities. It, however, decreases with increasing spectral indices of the electrons.
Keywords. Charge varying dusty plasma—Lighter and heavier ions—Kappa described electrons—
Rarefactive solitary waves.

1. Introduction
A conventional electron–ion plasma is termed a ‘dusty
plasma’ when particles or grains of dust are embedded
in it. It has been and continues to be a prominent area
of research for the past three decades (Merlino 2014).
Research on dust acoustic waves (DAWs) started with
its theoretical prediction by Rao et al. (1990). The
wave was studied using kinetic theory (Rosenberg
1993; Rosenberg 1996; Melandso et al. 1993a) and
also fluid theory (D’ Angelo & Merlino 1996).
Experimentally, the very low frequency fluctuations
observed from a dusty plasma in a magnetron (Chu
et al. 1994) was interpreted as DAWs (D’Angelo
1995).
Expansion of the above theoretical studies to dusty
plasmas with charge fluctuations was one natural
extension (Melandso et al, 1993a, b; Varma et al.

1993; Jana et al. 1993; Bhatt & Pandey 1994); the
other was consideration of nonlinear waves. Much
progress has been made since the pioneering studies
on nonlinear DAWs by Verheest (Verheest 1992) and
Rao and Shukla (Rao & Shukla 1994). Extensions,
considering various aspects, were very quick: it was
found by Mamun and Cairns (1996) that only negative
potential structures can exist in a three component
plasma of ions, electrons and dust particles. Similarly,
the Korteweg–deVries (K–dV) equation was derived
to study small, but finite amplitude DAWs in a plasma
of a similar composition (Lakshmi et al. 1997).
Obliquely propagating solitary waves were investigated in a three component dusty plasma by deriving
the Zakharov–Kuznetsov equation (Mamun 1998). At
about this time, the importance of charge fluctuations
on dust particles was realised and the idea was quickly
assimilated in a series of studies (Xie et al. 1998; Xie
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et al. 1999). Nonlinear DAWs were also studied by
deriving the modified K–dV (mKdV) equation in a
dusty plasma with a trapped ion distribution, two-ion
temperature, dust charge fluctuation and dust fluid
temperature. Compressive and rarefactive solitary
waves and double layers (DL) were also studied (ElLabany et al. 2004a).
The first attempt to model a soliton in two dimensions was by Kadomstev and Petiashvili; their effort
resulted in the equation now popularly known as the
KP equation (Kadomstev & Petviashvili 1970). The
KP equation was initially used to study DASW in hot,
dusty unmagnetised plasmas (Duan 2002); the equation was extended to the charge varying case also
(Duan 2004; El-Labany et al. 2004b). These studies
were extended to the case of two temperature ions
(Gill et al. 2006). The case of a charge varying, dusty
plasma with a lighter and a heavier ion component
was also exhaustively investigated in a series of
papers (Pakzad & Javidan 2008; Pakzad 2009a; Pakzad 2009b; Pakzad 2010). Similarly, the case of
nonlinear DAWs in a plasma with positive and negative ions (Annou et al. 2011) and the effect of dust
size distribution was also considered (Annou & Annou
2011). The effect of dust size, mass and charge distribution on DASW in a plasma with electrons (described by a Maxwellian distribution) and nonthermal
lighter and heavier ions was also investigated
(Moghadam & Dorranian 2013). Only rarefactive
solitons were shown to exist. The propagation of
DASWs in a collisionless, unmagnetised, cold dusty
plasma with electrons and ions modelled by kappatype distributions was considered by Saini et al.
(2015); dust acoustic compressive waves were also
studied in a warm, dusty plasma containing nonthermal ions and non-isothermal electrons (Dev et al.
2015). The more general case of three dimensional
solitary waves, in a charge varying dusty plasma, with
the electrons and ions obeying a Maxwellian distribution was studied by El-Shorbagy et al. (2017). And
finally Shahein and Seadawy (2019) carried out a
bifurcation analysis of the KP and mKP equations for
a unmagnetised, dusty plasma with nonthermal, multitemperature ions.
Cometary activity starts as it approaches the Sun:
the dissociation of water molecules is a source of both
oxygen and hydrogen, in addition to solar hydrogen
(Brinca & Tsurutani 1987). The other positively
charged ions include He?, He2?, OH?, C?, etc.
(Balsiger et al. 1986; Rubin et al. 2009). Thus lighter
and heavier ions are an integral part of any cometary
plasma. Observations by spacecrafts Vega 1 and Vega
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2 provided the first direct measurements of the physical and chemical properties of cometary dust at
Halley (Kissel et al. 1986). It has also been shown that
the sign of the potential on the dust grains, in the tail
of comet Halley, varied from - 8V to zero to ?7V
(Ellis & Neft 1991); thus variation of charges on the
dust grains is evident. More recently, the dust equilibrium potential of dust particles observed at Comet
67P/ Churyumov–Gerasimenko was found to vary
from - 20V to 0V (Fulle et al. 2015). Some of the
popular mechanisms suggested for the production of
non-Maxwellian distributions, with high energy tails,
are the presence of high gradients of particle concentrations or temperatures (Roussel-Dupre 1980),
velocity space diffusion due to a supra-thermal radiation field (Hasegawa et al. 1985) and wave-particle
interactions (Ma & Summers 1988). Theoretically, it
has been shown that empirical kappa distributions
emerge from statistical mechanics and thermodynamics; from a generalised, statistical mechanics
formulated for a collisionless plasma far from a
Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium but containing turbulence in quasi-stationary equilibrium (Livadiotis &
McComas 2010, 2011). And, cometary electrons
observed by Rosetta at comet 67P / ChuryumovGerasimenko were modelled as a superposition of two
kappa distribution (Broiles et al. 2016).
Thus, for reasons given above we model the
cometary plasma as consisting of five components:
charge varying dust grains, two components of electrons (modelled by kappa distributions), a lighter
(hydrogen) ion component and a heavier (oxygen) ion
component. We have derived that Kadomstev–Petiashvili (KP) in three dimensions for the system. For
typical parameters observed at comet Halley we find
that the system supports rarefactive dust acoustic
solitary waves (DASWs) whose amplitudes are larger
when the charges on the dust particles are varying. We
also find that the amplitudes increase with increasing
zd0 nd0 (product of equilibrium charge number and
density of dust) and increasing ion densities. It,
however decreases with increasing spectral indices of
the electrons.

2. Basic equations
We intend studying dust acoustic solitary waves
(DASWs) in a five component, dusty cometary plasma
in which the charges on the dust particles are varying.
The other components include two components of
electrons
with
different
temperatures
and
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characterised by kappa distributions with different
spectral indices. The other two species are a lighter,
hydrogen ion component and a heavier, oxygen ion
component; both modelled by Maxwellian
distributions.
The dynamics of the dust particles are governed by
the equations of continuity and momentum. The normalised form of these equations are:
ond ~
ud Þ ¼ 0
ð1Þ
þ r:ðnd~
ot

In Equations (4) and (5), the densities are normalised by Zd0 nd0 while on the right side ls are
defined as
nqðrÞ;0
ð6Þ
lqðrÞ ¼
Zd0 nd0

and

This set of equations is closed by the Poisson’s
equation which, in its normalised form, is
!jse þ12
sse /
2
r / ¼ Zd nd þ lse 1 
jse  32
!jce þ12
sce /
þ lce 1 
 lli expðsli /Þ
jce  32

~d
ou
~ Þu
~u  5 1 r
~ nd
~d :r
~d ¼ Zd r
þ ðu
3 n1=3
ot
d

ð2Þ

~) and time (t)
In Equations (1) and (2), the space (x
variables are normalised, respectively, by the dust

12
Z k T
Debye length kd ¼ 4ped02 ZB2 effnd0 and dust plasma fred0
 2 2 12
4pZd0 e nd0
quency xpd ¼
. Here ‘e’ is the charge, ‘kB ’
md

The symbols ‘s’ on the right side are the temperature
ratios
sqðrÞ ¼

Teff
TqðrÞ

 lhi expðshi /Þ

ð7Þ

ð8Þ

the Boltzmann’s constant, while Teff is the effective
temperature defined by
Teff ¼ h

nse0
Tse

Zd0 nd0
þ

nce0
Tce

þ nTli0li þ nThi0hi

i

ð3Þ

In the above, Zd0 is the equilibrium charge number
on the dust particles; in general n, T and m denote
densities, temperatures and masses respectively. The
symbols that denote the species are: ‘d’ (dust), ‘li’
(lighter ions, hydrogen), ‘hi’ (heavier ions, oxygen),
‘se’ (hotter, solar electrons) and ‘ce’ (colder, cometary
electrons); ‘0’ denotes equilibrium values.
In Equations (1) and (2), dust density nd is nor
12
Z k T
malised by nd0 , Zd by Zd0 , velocity ud by d0mBd eff ,
kB Teff
the equation of state for the
e while
 c
dust particles is ppd0d ¼ nnd0d
where pd0 ¼ nd0 kB Td
and c ¼ 53 for a 3D case; also rd ¼ TTeffd Z1d0 .

potential u by

The density distributions for the ions (both lighter
and heavier ions) are assumed to be Maxwellian and,
as mentioned above, the two components of electrons
are described by kappa distributions. Thus, their normalised forms are:
nq ¼ lq expðsq uÞ

q ¼ ‘li’ or ‘hi’

#jr þ12
sr u
nr ¼ lr 1 
jr  32

ð4Þ

2.1 Charging currents
We assume that the dust grains are charged by the
electron and ion currents (denoted by I) flowing to the
grain’s surface. Thus the dust charge variable Qd is
determined by the current balance condition (Xie et al.
1998).
oQd
þ ðud :rÞQd ¼ Ise þ Ice þ Ili þ Ihi
ð9Þ
ot
The dust charging time is of the order of 10-8 s
while the characteristic time for dust motion, for
micrometer-sized grains, is * 10-3 s. The dust charge
thus quickly reaches equilibrium, at which point the
currents due to electrons and ions are balanced. Thus
dQd
dt \\1, and from Equation (9):
Ise þ Ice þ Ili þ Ihi  0

ð10Þ

Since we have assumed a Maxwellian distribution
for the ions, the corresponding charging currents are
(Shukla and Mamun 2002; Pakzad 2009a)

12 

ew
2 8Tq
nq q ¼ ‘li’ or ‘hi’
1
Iq ¼ eprd
Tq
pmq
ð11Þ

"

r ¼ ‘se’ or ‘ce’

ð5Þ

where w denotes the dust grain surface potential relative to the plasma potential u, rd is the grain radius
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and the other notations are as defined. The electron
currents to the given surface are given by (Abid et al.
2013)
!jr þ1
pﬃﬃﬃ 2
2ew
enr hr ð12Þ
Ir ¼ 2 prd Bj;r 1 
jr me h2r
where
Bj;r

8
9
jr < Cðjr þ 1Þ =
¼
jr  1 :j32 Cj  1;
r

r

ð13Þ
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1

X ¼ e2 ðx  ktÞ
Y ¼ ey
Z ¼ ez
3

and T ¼ e2 t

ð17Þ

where e is a small parameter indicative of the magnitude of the perturbation and k is the normalised
velocity of the solitary wave. The plasma parameters
can be expanded as a power series in e as

2

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

nd ¼ 1 þ end þ e2 nd

and

hr ¼

2jr  3
jr

12 

Tr
me

ð1Þ

12
r ¼ ‘se’ or ‘ce’

ð14Þ

Relation (10) can be used to determine the charges
on the dust particles since Qd ¼ C w with C ð¼ rd Þ
being the capacitance of the dust grain. The normalised dust charge is Zd ¼ ww where w0 ¼ wðu ¼ 0Þ
0
is the surface potential on the dust particle with
respect to the plasma potential at infinity ðu ¼ 0Þ. w0
can be determined from the equilibrium current balance condition (10) as:
A1 ð1  sli w0 Þ þ A2 ð1  shi w0 Þ
#1jce

1 "
2jce  3 2
sce w0
1
 A3
2jce
jce  32
#1jse

1 "
2jse  3 2
sse w0
 A4
1
¼0
2jse
jse  32

ð2Þ

udx ¼ eudx þ e2 udx
3

ð1Þ

ð18bÞ
ð2Þ

udyðzÞ ¼ e2 udyðzÞ þ e2 udyðzÞ

ð18cÞ

u ¼ euð1Þ þ e2 uð2Þ

ð18dÞ

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

Zd ¼ 1 þ eZd þ e2 Zd

ð18eÞ

with

2
ð2Þ
and Zd ¼ c1 uð2Þ þ c2 uð1Þ

ð1Þ

Zd ¼ c1 uð1Þ

ð18fÞ
and
c1 ¼

ð15Þ

where
1
Tr me 2
Ar ¼ lr
r ¼ 1; ‘li’; 2; ‘hi’
Tce mr
 12
Tq
Aq ¼ lq Bjq
q ¼ 3; ‘ce’; 4; ‘se’
Tce

ð18aÞ



ð16aÞ
ð16bÞ

1 ow
w0 ou

and c2 ¼
u¼0

1 1 o2 w
2 w0 ou2

ð18gÞ
u¼0

The expressions for c1 and c2 can be easily got from
Equations (10), (11) and (12) and are given in an
appendix, namely Appendix 1.
We next proceed to the derivation of the KP
equation. Using Equations (8) and (18a) to (18f) in
Equations (1) and (2), we get the following relations,
to the lowest order in e:
ð1Þ

ð1Þ

udx ¼ knd ¼

k ð1Þ
u
D

ð19Þ

with
3. Derivation of the Kadomstev–Petviashvili (KP)
equation

5
D ¼ rd  k2
3

In order to study the dynamics of small amplitude
DASWs, in which the charges on the dust particles
vary, we use the reductive perturbation technique
(Washimi & Taniuti 1966). To apply this method we
introduce the stretched variables (El-Labany et al.
2004b).

To the next higher order in e, we get

ð20Þ


ond
on
o  ð1Þ ð1Þ
o ð1Þ
ð2Þ
nd udx þ udx þ
u
 k d þ
oX
oY dy
oT
oX
o ð1Þ
þ
ð21aÞ
u ¼0
oZ dz
ð1Þ

ð2Þ
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Using Equations (18f) and (19)–(23) in conjunction
with Equation (24), we can finally arrive at the
Kadomstev–Petviashvili equation as

ð2Þ

ð1Þ
oudx
ou
ð1Þ o ð1Þ
ð1Þ ou
udx  Zd
 k dx þ udx
oX
oT
oX
oX
ð2Þ
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ou
5 on
5
ð1Þ ond

þ rd d  rd nd
¼0
3
9
oX
oX
oX


o
o ð1Þ
k o2 uð1Þ
udy ¼
oY oX
D oY 2


o
o ð1Þ
k o2 uð1Þ
udz ¼
oZ oX
D oZ 2

ð21bÞ
ð21cÞ
ð21dÞ

And from Poisson’s equation (3) we get, to order e,
5
1
k2 ¼ rd þ ðc1 þ T 0 Þ
ð22Þ
3
where
T 0 ¼ lse sse

11

2jse  1
2jce  1
þ lce sce
þ lli sli þ lhi shi
2jse  3
2jce  3
ð23Þ

As a check on Equation (23), we note that T 0 ¼ 1 as
the spectral indices jse , jce ! 1 and we neglect one
electron and one ion component (say ‘ce’ and ‘hi’) and
thus Equation (22) reduces to the corresponding
expression for k2 in (El-Labany et al. 2004b). At this
juncture, a few remarks regarding k are in order. For the
special case of an electron depleted plasma
(nse ¼ nce ¼ 0) and with Tli ¼ Thi ¼ Ti we find that
Teff ¼ Ti . Substituting into Equation (22), we find that k
(no dust charge variation) [ k (dust charge varies). A
similar result can also be arrived at if
Tse ; Tce [ [ Thi ; Tli . And in both the cases k is directly
proportional to Td , the dust temperature and inversely
proportional to zdo , the equilibrium charge on the dust
grains. Also, if in addition to the above requirements,
Td ¼ 0, k is a constant.
And equating terms of coefficients of order e2 , we
get

ð1Þ
o ouð1Þ A o3 uð1Þ
ð1Þ ou
þ
þ
ABu
oX oT
2 oX 3
oX

þD

o2 uð1Þ o2 uð1Þ
þ
oY 2
oZ 2

¼0

ð25Þ

where
D2
k
"
#
2
1 3k  59 rd
3c1
 2c2  Q

B¼
2
D
D3

A¼

D¼

k
2

ð26aÞ
ð26bÞ
ð26cÞ

with
Q ¼ lse s2se

ð2jse  1Þð2jse þ 1Þ

þ lce s2ce

ð2jse  3Þ2
ð2jce  1Þð2jce þ 1Þ
ð2jce  3Þ2

 lli s2li  lhi s2hi
ð27Þ

Again, if we neglect one electron and one ion
component (‘ce’ and ‘hi’), we can show that Q reduces to the corresponding expression in El-Labany
et al. (2004b) as jse ! 1.

4. Solution and stability
To solve the KP equation (25), we introduce a new
variable (El-Labany et al. 2004b)
g ¼ lX þ mY þ nZ  UT

"
#
o2 uð1Þ
2jse  1
ð2jse  1Þð2jse þ 1Þ 2  ð1Þ 2
ð1Þ ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð2Þ
ð2Þ
¼ Zd nd þ nd þ Zd þ lse
sse u
sse u þ
2jse  3
oX 2
2ð2jse  3Þ2
"
#

2
2jce  1
ð
2j

1
Þ
ð
2j
þ
1
Þ
ce
ce
sce uð2Þ þ
s2ce uð1Þ
þ lce
2jce  3
2ð2jce  3Þ2
2
2
s2 
s2 
 lli 1  sli uð2Þ þ li uð1Þ
 lhi 1  shi uð2Þ þ hi uð1Þ
2
2

ð28Þ

ð24Þ
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where l, m and n are the direction cosines of the wave
vector along the X, Y and Z axes. Also,
l2 þ m2 þ n2 ¼ 1 . Integrating Equation (25), with
respect to g and using the boundary conditions that
uð1Þ and

ouð1Þ
og

! 0 as g ! 1, we get

o2 uð1Þ
2h ð1Þ
B  ð1Þ 2
¼
u

u
Al4
l2
og2

ð29Þ

The one soliton solution of Equation (29) is given
by
g
uð1Þ ¼ u0 sec h2
ð30Þ
x
where u0 is the amplitude of the solitary wave and x, its
width. The expressions for the amplitude and width are:
3h
ABl2
1
x ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

u0 ¼

ð31Þ
ð32Þ

2h
Al4

with h ¼ Ul  D ð1  l2 Þ.
5. Discussion
The KP equation (25) derived by us is a generalisation
of many such equations derived earlier. For example,
the equation was derived in a three component dusty
plasma by El-Labany et al. (2004b). Similarly, the
equation was studied in a four component dusty
plasma (Pakzad 2009a, b). Also, the Kadomstev–
Petviashvili–Burger’s (KPB) equation was studied in a
five component plasma with two components of
electrons, one component of lighter ions and a pair of
oppositely charged heavier ions (Manesh et al. 2015).
Thus the present study, which considers charge variations on the dust particles, can be considered complementary to this study and generalisations of the
other studies mentioned above.
Finally, a perusal of the KP equation (25) reveals
that while all the coefficients are implicitly affected by
the parameters of the plasma, it is the nonlinear
coefficient B that shows an explicit dependence on the
extra constituent’s density and temperature.
6. Results
A popular model of a comet, substantiated by observations, is that of an atmosphere of hydrogen, water
molecules and dust particles. The dissociation of the
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molecules of water results in the release of hydrogen
and oxygen ions; in our study both these ions have
been modelled by Maxwellian distributions. The
observed value of the hydrogen density was
nH ¼ 4:95 cm3 , at a temperature of TH ¼ 8  104 K
(Brinca & Tsurutani 1987). The temperature of the
second colder component of electrons was set at
2  104 K. And to conform to recent experimental
observations, both components of electrons were
modelled by kappa distributions (Broiles et al. 2016).
The heavier, oxygen ion density was noþ ¼ 0:5 cm3 ,
at a temperature of 1:16  104 K (Brinca & Tsurutani
1987); the temperature of the dust was also assumed to
be the same. Also, the equilibrium dust density was set
at 0:005 cm3 and the equilibrium charge number = 200 giving a product of zd0 nd0 ¼ 1:0.
Figure 1 is a plot of the DASW amplitude, the
parameters for the figure being densities nli0 = 4.95
cm-3, nhi0 = 0.5 cm-3 and nd0 = 0.005 cm-3, temperatures Tse = 2 9 105 K, Tce = 2 9 104 K,
K,
Thi = 2.8 9 104
K
and
Tli = 8 9 104
4
Td = 1.16 9 10 K, charge numbers zhi = 1, zli = 1
and zd0 = 200, spectral indices jse = 2 and jce = 2,
U ¼ 0:1 and l ¼ 0:9. Curve (a) is when the case
where the dust charges on the grain surface are a
constant while curve (b) is when the charges vary. We
find that while the DASW is rarefactive in nature, the
amplitude of the solitary wave is larger when the
charges on the dust surface vary.

Figure 1. Variation of DASW amplitude. The other
parameters
are:
nd0 ¼ 0:005 cm3 ; nhi0 ¼ 0:5 cm3 ;
3
nli0 ¼ 4:95 cm ; jse ¼ 2; jce ¼ 2; U ¼ 0:1; l ¼ 0:9,
me ¼
mli ¼ 1:67  1024 g; mhi ¼ 16  1:67  1024 g;
9:1  1028 g; zd0 ¼ 200; zhi ¼ 1, zli ¼ 1; Tce ¼ 2  104 K;
Td ¼ 1:16  104 K; Tse ¼ 2  105 K; Tli ¼ 8  104 K;
Thi ¼ 2:8  104 K:
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Figure 2. Variation of Amplitude with jce . The other
parameters are: nd0 ¼ 0:005 cm3 ; nhi0 ¼ 0:5 cm3 ; nli0 ¼
4:95 cm3 ; jse ¼ 2; U ¼ 0:1; l ¼ 0:9; zli ¼ 1, zd0 ¼ 200;
zhi ¼ 1; mli ¼ 1:67  1024 g; mhi ¼ 16  :67  1024 g;
; me ¼ 9:1  1028 g, Tce ¼ 2  104 K; Td ¼ 1:16  104 K;
Tse ¼ 2  105 K; Tli ¼ 8  104 K; Thi ¼ 2:8  104 K:

The amplitude of the DASW as a function of jce ,
the spectral index of the second component of electrons is studied next. Figure 2 depicts the amplitude of
the DASW, for two values of jce ; for the case of a
constant and varying potential on the grain surface.
Curve (a) is for the case of jce = 3 (constant charge),
while curve (b) is for varying charge on the grain’s
surface. The corresponding curves for jce = 2 are
depicted respectively by (c) and (d). We find that the
amplitude is appreciably larger for jce = 2 as compared to jce = 3; also, as in Figure 1, the amplitudes
are larger when the charges on the grain’s surface
vary.
Figure 3 depicts the variation of the amplitude of
the DASW for two values of the lighter ion hydrogen
density. Curve (a) is for nli0 ¼ 3:95 cm3 and curve
(b) is for nli0 ¼ 5:95 cm3 , both for the cases where
the charges on the dust grains are a constant. The other
parameters for the figure are densities nhi0 = 0.5 cm-3
and nd0 = 0.005 cm-3, temperatures Tse = 2 9 105 K,
Tce = 2 9 104 K, Tli = 8 9 104 K, Thi = 2.8 9 104 K
and Td = 1.16 9 104 K, charge numbers zhi = 1,
zli = 1 and zd0 = 200, spectral indices jse = 2 and
jce = 2, U ¼ 0:1 and l ¼ 0:9. Similarly, curves
(c) and (d) correspond to the case where the charges
on the dust grains vary. As in previous cases, the
amplitudes are larger when the charges are varying;
however, the amplitudes are also larger when the
densities of the lighter ions increase. A similar result
is also seen when there is an increase in the heavier
ion density oxygen. Since one of the sources of these
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Figure 3. Variation with nli0 . The other parameters are:
nd0 ¼ 0:005 cm3 ; nhi0 ¼ 0:5 cm3 ; jse ¼ 2; jce ¼ 2;
zd0 ¼ 200; zhi ¼ 1; mli ¼
U ¼ 0:1; l ¼ 0:9; zli ¼ 1,
mhi ¼ 16  1:67  1024 g;
me ¼
1:67  1024 g;
28
4
4
9:1  10 g, Tce ¼ 2  10 K; Td ¼ 1:16  10 K; Tse ¼
2  05 K; Tli ¼ 8  104 K; Thi ¼ 2:8  104 K:

ions is the dissociation of water molecules, the
amplitudes of the DASWs are likely to increase as the
comet approaches the Sun.
Figure 4 is a plot of the amplitude of the DASW for
two values of the product zd0 nd0 ; the other parameters
for the figure being densities nli0 = 4.95 cm-3 and
nhi0 = 0.5 cm-3, temperatures Tse = 2 9 105 K,
Tce = 2 9 104 K, Tli = 8 9 104 K, Thi = 2.8 9 104 K
and Td = 1.16 9 104 K, charge numbers zhi = 1 and
zli = 1, spectral indices jse = 2 and jce = 2, U ¼ 0:1
and l ¼ 0:9. Curves (a) and (c) are respectively for
zd0 nd0 = 0.5 and 1 (no variation of charge on the dust
grains) while curves (b) and (d) are for the case when
the charges are varying. Again the amplitudes increase
when the dust charge is varying; also the amplitude
increases with increasing zd0 nd0 .
We are considering the case where both electrons
and ions contribute to the variation of charges on the
dust grains. Assimilation of the ions and electrons
would lead to an increase in the kinetic energy of the
dust grains and a consequent increase in the amplitude of the oscillations. A kappa distribution tends to
a Maxwellian distribution when the spectral index
j ! 1. Hence, as j decreases the proportion of
superthermal particles increase and consequently the
amount of energy deposited on the grains. Thus
again the amplitude of oscillation increases. Similarly, increasing ion densities would lead to an
increase of charge neutralisation of the charges on
the dust grains. This, in turn, would allow more
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Figure 4. Variation with zd0 nd0 . The other parameters are:
nhi0 ¼ 0:5 cm3 ; nli0 ¼ 4:95 cm3 ; jse ¼ 2; jce ¼ 2; U ¼
0:1; l ¼ 0:9; zhi ¼ 1, zli ¼ 1; mli ¼ 1:67  1024 g; mhi ¼
Tce ¼
16  1:67  1024 g; me ¼ 9:1  1028 g,
2  104 K;
Td ¼ 1:16  104 K; Tse ¼ 2  105 K; Tli ¼
8  104 K; Thi ¼ 2:8  104 K:

Figure 5. Plot of the width versus jce . The other parameters
are:
nd0 ¼ 0:005 cm3 ; nhi0 ¼ 0:5 cm3 ; nli0 ¼
3
4:95 cm ; jse ¼ 2; U ¼ 0:1; l ¼ 0:9; zli ¼ 1, zd0 ¼ 200;
zhi ¼ 1; mli ¼ 1:67  1024 g; mhi ¼ 16  1:67  1024 g;
me ¼ 9:1 1028 g, Tce ¼ 2  104 K; Td ¼ 1:16  104 K;
Tse ¼ 2  105 K; Tli ¼ 8  104 K; Thi ¼ 2:8  104 K:

superthermal electrons to reach the grains’ surfaces.
Thus, both ions and electrons could contribute to an
increase in the amplitude when the ion density
increases. Finally, an increasing zd0 nd0 would attract
more ions leading to an increase in amplitude as
pictured above.
Figure 5 is a plot of the width x versus the spectral
index jce of the cometary electrons; the other
parameters for the figure are: densities nli0 = 4.95
cm-3, nhi0 = 0.5 cm-3 and nd0 = 0.005 cm-3, temperatures Tse = 2 9 105 K, Tce = 2 9 104 K,
K,
Thi = 2.8 9 104
K
and
Tli = 8 9 104
4
Td = 1.16 9 10 K, charge numbers zhi = 1, zli = 1
and zd0 = 200, spectral index jse = 2, U ¼ 0:1 and
l ¼ 0:9. Curve (a) is for c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 0 (that is, the
charges on the dust particles are a constant), while
curve (b) is for the case where the charges on the dust
particles vary (c1 6¼ 0; c2 6¼ 0). We find that the
width of the solitary wave is smaller for the latter
case; that is, the solitary waves are more ‘‘spiky’’
when the charges on the dust particles vary (Tribeche
& Bacha 2010).
Figure 6 too depicts the variation of the width of the
solitary wave but as a function of the density of the
lighter ions. The parameters for the figure are: densities nhi0 = 0.5 cm-3 and nd0 = 0.005 cm-3, temperaK,
Tce = 2 9 104
K,
tures
Tse = 2 9 105
Tli = 8 9 104 K, Thi = 2.8 9 104 K and Td =
1.16 9 104 K, charge numbers zhi = 1, zli = 1 and
zd0 = 200, spectral indices jse = 2 and jce = 2, U ¼
0:1 and l ¼ 0:9. Again curve (a) is for the case

Figure 6. Plot of the width versus nli0 . The other parameters
are:
nd0 ¼ 0:005 cm3 ; nhi0 ¼ 0:5 cm3 ; jse ¼
2; U ¼ 0:1; l ¼ 0:9; zli ¼ 1,
zd0 ¼ 200; zhi ¼
2; jce ¼
1; mli ¼ 1:67  1024 g; mhi ¼ 16  1:67  1024 g; me ¼
Tce ¼ 2  104 K; Td ¼ 1:16  104 K,Tse ¼
9:1  1028 g,
5
2  10 K; Tli ¼ 8  104 K; Thi ¼ 2:8  104 K:

where the charges on the dust particles are a constant
(c1 ¼ c2 ¼ 0); curve (b) is for the situation where
the charges on the dust particles vary
(c1 6¼ 0; c2 6¼ 0). The width is again smaller when
the charges on the dust particles are not a constant.
The variation of the width of the solitary waves as a
function of nhi0 , the equilibrium density of the heavier
ions is very similar to the above variation with respect
to the lighter ions.
Vega observations of comet Halley had found two
internal boundaries at approximately 770,000 and
350,000 km from the nucleus. Important signatures
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observed at these boundaries along with Giotto
observations have been interpreted in terms of giant
rarefaction wave and a weak shock wave with solitary
waves being generated at the inner edge of the rarefaction wave as well as the shock front (Oberc et al.
1989).
The steepening of a nonlinear dust acoustic wave
results in a DA shock wave and these nonlinear
structures have been observed at all comets. Dissipative features like collisions between dust particles and
ions and the fluctuating charges on the dust grains
would ultimately lead to the formation of DA shock
waves at comets (Naeem et al. 2020). In an earlier
study (and again applicable to comets) Tribeche and
Bacha (2013) concluded that dust charge variation
induced nonlinear damping leads to the development
of collisionless DA shock waves. Similarly, the
pickup of heavy ions (oxygen in our case) could also
contribute to the formation of a cometary bow shock
(Coates 1995, 2009). In a detailed numerical study,
Omidi and Winske (1986) concluded that the macroscopic structure of a quasi-perpendicular shock at
comet Halley is determined by the Oþ ions at that
distance. Again, in a study of ion acoustic shock
waves in a multi-ion plasma applicable to comet
Halley, Manesh et al. (2016) studied these waves by
deriving the Korteweg-deVries-Burgers (KdVB)
equation. They found that the ion acoustic solitary
wave could make a transition to a shock wave whose
strength increased with decreasing spectral indices of
the electrons and increasing densities of the positively
charged oxygen ion densities.
Thus as mentioned above, the dust acoustic solitary
wave could also make a transition to a shock wave
since, in addition to electron spectral indices and
oxygen ion densities, we also have an additional dissipation mechanism namely varying charges of the
dust grains; self-excited DA shocks too have been
observed in the laboratory (Heinrich et al. 2009). It
may also be noted that we have found the amplitude of
the DA solitary wave to be smallest in a 3 component
plasma (dust, ions and electrons) and largest in our
five component plasma thus substantiating the above
observations of Tribeche and Bacha (2013) and
Coates (1995, 2009). It is intermediate in a four
component plasma made up of dust, lighter and
heavier ions and electrons; thus the second component
of superthermal electrons increases the amplitude of
the DA solitary waves. However demonstration of this
transition, from a solitary wave to a shock wave, is
beyond the scope of this paper.
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7. Conclusions
We have, in this paper, studied the characteristics of
DASWs in a five component plasma relevant to a
comet’s environment. The five components include
two components of electrons, lighter (hydrogen) ions,
heavier (oxygen) ions and negatively charged dust
with varying charge on its surface. Guided by recent
observations of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
we model the two components of electrons by kappa
distributions, while both types of ions are described by
Maxwellian distributions. We find that the plasma can
support rarefactive dust acoustic solitary waves whose
amplitude is larger when the charges on the dust
particles vary; this amplitude is also larger in the
presence of superthermal electrons. Also, the amplitude increases with increasing ion densities. On the
other hand, the DASW is narrower when the charges
on the dust particles vary and with increasing ion
densities. Since dissociation of water molecules is a
source of both hydrogen and oxygen ions, we tentatively conclude that small amplitude and narrow rarefactive solitary waves are likely to form as a comet
approaches the Sun. And finally, observations at
comet Halley have been interpreted in terms of a giant
rarefaction wave with solitary waves being generated
at the inner edges of this rarefaction wave.
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Appendix 1
The expression for c1 and c2 , which are intimately
connected to the charge variation on the dust particles
are given in this Appendix.
Expression (15) can be used to calculate w0 , the
potential on the dust particle when the plasma
potential u ¼ 0. The first and the second derivative of
(10) with the expressions for the currents (11) and (12)
substituted results in the formula for c1 and c2 given in
(18g). c1 , in its final simplified form, can be written as:
1 cb
c1 ¼
ðA  1Þ
w0 ca
where
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!
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!
!jse
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jse  32 2 jse  1
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1
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jce
jse
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ðA  2Þ
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Zd ¼ c1 uð1Þ

ðA  4Þ

Similarly, the final simplified expression, for c2 can be written as
c2 ¼

1 sðcc1 þ cc2 þ cc3 Þ
2w0
ca

ðA  5Þ

with

2

cc1 ¼ A1 ð1  sw0 Þ þ A2 b ð1  bsw0 Þ 



A4 b21se
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2
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and Zd , the second-order change in the dust charge is
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2
ð2Þ
Zd ¼ c1 uð2Þ þ c2 uð1Þ
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